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Bob Barnett MMR

By Randall Wilson

San Jacinto Model Railroad President Robert (Bob) Barnett is the latest model railroader to be awarded
the title Master Model Railroader by the National Model Railroad Association.
According to the NMRA, the title of Master Model Railroader is not an easy one to achieve. To qualify as
a Master Model Railroader a model railroader must earn a minimum of seven of the possible eleven
Achievement Program certificates. Bob earned certificates first as an Association Volunteer, then Chief
Dispatcher, Master Builder – Structures, Association Official, Master Builder – Scenery, Civil Engineer
and finally Master Builder- Cars.
Model railroading began for Bob at the age of three with a
wind-up Marx train. Bob’s older brother had a more
“advanced” Marx train with an electric transformer. Together
they enjoyed the electric Marx train until someone forgot to
unplug the train’s transformer. The overheated transformer
became a lump of melted plastic on the bedroom hardwood
floor!
At the age of six, Bob’s parents presented him with another
model train. Perhaps because of the melted transformer
accident, Bob’s new train was battery powered. A six pack of
D cell batteries hidden in a structure on the layout powered
the train. Bob said the train would run for about five minutes
before the batteries would need to be changed. Bob has
rolling stock from this early HO layout that he runs on his
current River City Terminal Railroad.
Bob always enjoyed model railroading but finding time to
build a model railroad became more difficult for him after he
became a husband and dad. Much of his free time was spent
volunteering to coach his children’s sports teams and
enjoying other family activities. With so little time to work
on a layout he considered dropping out of the hobby. “Just
when I thought I might drop out of the hobby, Gil Freitag
would call me and say, ‘Want to run trains Friday
night?’” Bob soon became a regular operator on Gil’s Stony
Creek and Western Railroad. Bob says, “Operating on the
Stony Creek shows you don’t have to have your own layout
to stay active in model railroading”.
Master Model Railroader #605 Bob Barnett
Photo by C. Randall Wilson
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Bob Barnett MMR (Cont.)

By Randall Wilson

Bob’s first certificate for Association Volunteer came after Bob’s work on AstroRail, the NMRA’s 1989
national convention held in Houston. Bob served as an AstroRail committee member.
Bob chaired the San Jacinto Model Railroad club’s train show for 10 years. He is in his 7th year as Lone Star
Region Vice-President. Bob served three years as President of Houston Area Live Steamers (HALS) and three
years as HALS Vice-President of Operations.
Bob has been elected to 7 terms as President of the San Jacinto Model Railroad Club in three different
decades, the 1990s, the 2000s and today!
With Bob’s long history of
serving the hobby of model
railroading and the San Jacinto
Model Railroad Club in
particular, the club’s nominating
committee has already begun
planning ahead.
They have
penciled Bob’s name on the
ballots 10 to 12 years in the
future when Bob can begin his
4th decade of service.
Master Model Railroader #605
Bob Barnett operates trains with
his mentor, MMR #91 Gil Freitag
on Gil's Stony Creek and Western
Railroad.
Photo by C. Randall Wilson

From the President

By Robert Barnett

The February program presented by Jim Williams was excellent. I caught Jim’s clinic at our last Greater
Houston Train Show on building a couple of buildings in the Brazoria County area that were on the St. Louis
Brownsville & Mexico (the MoPac). He does a thorough job of researching the subject structure, finding the
best material to use for building, and using innovative techniques for the construction and detailing. The use of
aerial photos and historic photos he has located in museums and on-line is very informative. I wish I was that
thorough on any of my current or past projects!! Jim will also be presenting a clinic at our GHTS this year so
hope you have the chance to catch it.
And speaking of the Greater Houston Train Show, it is here. By the time you receive this Derail it will have
come and gone. I am told we have several estates that are selling all or parts of the collection, so this is a great
opportunity to pick up equipment and structures at a reasonable price.
We will have full wrap-up of the GHTS in next month’s Derail.
Now is the time to sign up for our trip to the Cotton Gin Museum in Burton next month.
See you there.

Bob Barnett
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Notes From the Observation Car

By Don Formanek

At our October meeting, Don McClellend gave us a presentation of the steam locomotives that are currently
being built in the UK, some from scratch and others with some salvaged components. In the UK they have a
strong background of preserving locomotives built prior to 1900. In cases where older historical locomotives
were not preserved, they have built replicas of the original both in static display version as well as operational
locomotives. In some cases, more than one replica was built by different groups.
1801 Trevithick road carriage (did not run on rails)
1802 Trevithick rail engine

2004 working replica

1981 working replica, 1987 non-working replica, 1989 working replica

1808 Catch-Me-Who-Can

2008 working replica

1813 Puffing Billy (in use until 1862) – oldest surviving locomotive
1815 Wylam Dilly – second oldest surviving locomotive

Preserved, 2006 working replica
Preserved

1815 Steam Elephant

2006 working replica

1822 Hetton Colliery (in use until 1913)

Preserved

1825 Locomotion

Preserved, 1975 working replica

1829 Agenoria (in use until 1865)

Preserved

1829 Stourbridge Lion (built in UK for US) Boiler and other parts preserved, 1932 working replica built in US
1829 Novelty

1929 working replica built using many original parts, 1980 working replica

1829 Rocket

Preserved, 1979 working replica

1829 Sans Pareil

Preserved, 1980 working replica

1829 Marc Seguin (France)
1829 Invicta (in use until 1836)

2003 working replica built in France
Preserved (first preserved locomotive in the world)

1830 Planet

1992 working replica

1835 Der Adler

1935 working replica in Germany

1837 Lion
1838 North Star (broad gauge – scrapped 1906)

1952 working replica
1923 non-working replica using some surviving parts

1840 Bradyll
1840 Firefly class (broad gauge, 62 in class ended service 1879)

Preserved (oldest 0-6-0)
1982 working replica

1845 Derwent (in use until 1898)

Preserved

1845 Columbine (in use until 1902)

Preserved

1846 Coppernob (in use until 1898)

Preserved

1847 Iron Duke (broad gauge)
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Notes From the Observation Car
1847 Cornwall (in use until 1925)

By Don Formanek
Preserved

1851 The Wolvertonian

1991 non-working replica, 2009 working replica under construction

1857Shannon

Preserved

1863 Tiny (in use until 1883 - only surviving complete broad gauge)

Preserved

1863 #20 (oldest working locomotive -in use until 1960) (#25 in restoration)
1864 Princess, Prince, and Palmerston (1’11-1/2” gauge)

1999 rebuilt
2 of 3 working

1865 #1439

Preserved

1865 Pet (18” gauge – in use until 1929)

Preserved

1876 Earl of Merioneth

1976 working replica

1876 David Lloyd George

1992 working replica

1876 Taliesin

1999 working replica

1879 Merddyn Emrys

Still in operation

1885 Livingston Thompson

Preserved

1894 Emlyn (in use until 1912)

1982 non-working replica

This is not a full listing, but those that I could easily find information about or have personally seen.
Additional information about most of these engines can be found on Wikipedia.

The Hobby Bench

By Pete Leach

The Hobby Bench – Adding Sound to Your Rolling Stock
Engineer Earl Keefe backed his locomotive slowly towards his train waiting on the main in front of the
station. He was scheduled to depart Albion at 1:45 this afternoon for the 41-mile trip to Wiscasset. Everett
Baker would be his conductor and rear brakeman on this run. He watched Everett as engine No 4
approached the lead car. The sound of the couplers clanging confirmed what Everett’s hand signals told him.
Earl waited for him to connect the brake line of the Eames vacuum system. He wouldn’t rely solely on the
train brakes as he knew they rarely worked! He would use
the engine brake and whistle signals to tell the crew to
apply the brakes by hand to stop his train!
A few minutes later they were off with two boxcars of
potatoes, a flatcar of lumber, and Combine No 2. Earl
could hear the flanges squealing and steady thump, thump,
thump of the flat spot of one of the wheels on Boxcar 82.
He was going to get after the boys in the shop to get them
to replace that wheelset!
1 – Afternoon Train Departs Albion
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The Hobby Bench (Cont.)

By Pete Leach
Model railroading gives me the chance relive history in some small way. Building my Wiscasset, Waterville
& Farmington Railway layout is helping me imagine what it would be like in 1925 rural Maine. Using the
technology offered with DCC enhances the experience.
To say DCC revolutionized the model railroad hobby is an understatement. We’ve gone from flipping block
toggles to driving and hearing our trains. The evolution of decoders with on board sound has given us the
audible feedback that we are actually operating a locomotive! My modeling space was limited to a 10 X 12
room, making it important to find ways to increase the “play” aspect. Adding sound to some rolling stock
has been a great addition.
A few years ago, I made a trip to attend the Amherst Railroad Hobby Show in Springfield, MA. If you ever
get a chance to attend this show, do it! It includes 3 or 4 buildings packed with model railroad
manufacturers, layouts, vendors, and historical organizations. The downside is that it is held in the Northeast
in the dead of winter!
The folks at SoundTraxx were demonstrating their SoundCar™ mobile decoder. This decoder is designed to
be installed in the enclosed body of unpowered rolling stock, such as a reefer, boxcar, caboose, or passenger
car. This looked to be just the thing to add work for the train crew!
I decided to add a SoundCar™ decoder to an On30 Boxcar I was building. SoundTraxx recommends using
one of their CurrentKeeper™ power extenders. It plugs right in to the decoder so it couldn’t be any easier. I
purchased one of each from one of the vendors. I also bought a Speaker (#810078) with Gasket (#810039).
I downloaded their instructions and was now ready to add sound to my boxcar.
http://www.soundtraxx.com/dsd/soundcar/soundcarwiring.pdf
One detail that was skimmed over in the instructions was how to pick up track power. They leave that up to
the modeler. This was going to be harder than I thought! I put it aside and focused on something else. (How
many half-started projects do YOU have on your hobby bench?)
On a business trip to Southern California, I stopped into Arnie’s Trains in Westminster, CA. There I met
Kevin Honda installing DCC decoders in their customers’ equipment. I mentioned my dilemma of adding
power pick-ups to a boxcar. He showed
me a simple but elegant solution: solder a
thin wire to a short length of brass tube
that will fit loosely over the axles. This
would allow me to pick up power from
the uninsulated wheel on each axle. I used
some of the wire cut from other decoder
projects for the job. I have one wheel
power pick for each track on each truck.
Feed the thin pick-up wires through small
holes drilled in the floor near the king pin.
Keep some slack in the wire so the truck
rotates freely.

2 - Power Pick-ups on Each Axle –
red and black wires feeding through the floor
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The Hobby Bench (Cont.)

By Pete Leach

The speaker was attached to the boxcar floor with holes drilled to allow the sound to be directed down
towards the track. The decoder and power extender were attached under the roof with foam tape. I soldered
2-pin connectors so I can detach the shell from the floor.
It is important that the decoder is mounted under the roof. The decoder is “consisted” to the train when a
magnet is waved near it. More on that later. The decoder needs to be programed using a separate
programing track to select the sounds for your specific car and railroad. Included are Clickety-Clack, Brake
Squeal, Flange Squeal, and Flat Spots. Horns, whistles, and generator sounds are available for cabooses,
passenger cars, and reefers. The technical manual for the SoundCar™ decoder can be downloaded from the
SoundTraxx website and has all the settings (CVs).
The decoder has connections to control 4 separate lights. I installed a 2nd system in my Combine that
provides another set of train sounds and controls interior lighting.
Adding one of these cars to your train (called Consisting by SoundTraxx) is as simple as waving a magnet
over the car until you hear the hand brake being untied. Press Function F8 button 4 times on your DCC
controller to confirm. When you hear the air bleed-off sound, you are ready to go. The sounds will be
synced with the speed of the locomotive.
The magnet needs to be a Rare-Earth type available at most craft and hobby stores. I purchased some
cylindrical magnets with a hole in the center from G&G Hobby here in Houston. To remove the car from the
consist, wave the magnet over the car until you hear the hand brakes being tied down. (Don’t forget to
uncouple, that’s up to the crew!)

3 – A simple magnet wand made from an old Micro Brush handle

Earl released the engine brake and applied a little throttle to pull his train away from Combine No 2. He
would leave the car in front of the Wiscasset station while he took the rest of the train to the Upper Yard to
be sorted. He still had a few hours before he would head back north to Albion with Train No 11. He was
going to stop by the shops and tell the boys about that flat spot on Boxcar 82!
Adding sound to a few of my cars has added to my virtual trip back in time. Listening to the clickety-clack,
squeals and thumps as the train passes by adds to the realism. It has created “work” to be done by the train
crew and makes the short trip across my room seem much longer! So, what’s on your hobby bench?
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Derail Archives APRIL 1992

Submitted by Richard Louvet

Tell 100 of Your Closest Friends
by Bob Sunderland
Some of us are old enough to remember when passenger train travel was ordinary, and a plane trip was
something you talked about for years. Recently I had just the opposite experience as an invited guest of
Amtrak aboard the Sunset Limited inaugural celebrating the first American transcontinental train service.
The purpose of the trip was to fill in the 619-mile gap from New Orleans to Jacksonville so that eight
Sunbelt states including California, Texas and Florida are now directly linked rail. Twenty-two years ago,
the tri-weekly Gulf Wind ceased operation on this route and CSX maintained the former Louisville and
Nashville Railroad/Seaboard Coastline route for about 8 freights a day. It would take local, state and
federal cooperation (and about $7 million) to get the line upgraded to acceptable passenger standards.
Everyone from Donald Duck to the governor of Florida hoped that this new service would succeed. When
I saw Donald riding the rear platform I knew this train would be all it was quacked up to be.
Amtrak deadheaded the inaugural train's equipment to New Orleans in late March and had a special open
house for travel agents on March 30. Next morning, we joined Donald, Jiminy, Pinocchio, Pluto and Miss
New Orleans for the big sendoff, complete with a champagne bottle broken on the rear coupler. Our train
consist was two F40PH's, 10 Superliners, an ex-Santa Fe Hi-level coach-dorm transition car and the
Amtrak business car named Beech Grove which was kit bashed from a burned-out Amfleet coach. The
Superliners included the named sleeper "George M. Pullman", two coaches, a diner, two more coaches, a
lounge, two more coaches and a sleeper that carried the Disney characters. The two non-Superliners cars
carried the media, CSX and Amtrak officials. Our 600-seat train carried about 750 people as it left New
Orleans in gorgeous weather.
Our first trackside attraction was the cemetery with many thousands of above-ground burial vaults. In
soggy soil this was done to keep the occupants firmly planted. Remember, New Orleans is like a bad
report card...it’s below C level! We hustled past CSX Gentilly Yard and across the bayous and wetlands
of eastern Louisiana, sampling a bowl of GUMBO for breakfast. This was to be a very memorable trip.
Each car had a supply of drinks, fresh fruit and snacks, while catered lunches would later be brought
aboard. We received the expected supply of travel brochures, key rings and assorted doodads, along with
several nice surprises like the comfortable little pillows made in Chipley, Florida and the Operation
Roadblock hats and frisbees. In return, Amtrak gave out thousands of cardboard engineer's hats and little
plastic whistles with the Sunset Limited logo to people at every stop. I'm sure there are a few of those
whistles residing safely in the bottom of a teacher's desk drawer by now.
Each city between New Orleans and Jacksonville was allotted 15 minutes for the crowds to cheer, bands
to play, children to wave, and the politicians to speak. Amtrak’s Wick Leatherwood exhorted the large
crowds to "go and tell 100 of your closest friends that you saw the Amtrak Sunset Limited today" while
Jim Larson spoke of the growth of demand for rail passenger service in America. Florida governor
Lawton Chiles spoke of his Depression era childhood memories of train travel made possible by his
father's employee passes, and other speakers referred to the train as "the Disney connection". Amtrak
spent considerable time, effort and money promoting the service between New Orleans and Jacksonville,
and those efforts produced substantial crowds and enthusiasm. The Jacksonville to Miami segment drew
lighter crowds with the exception of Orlando where Mickey and Minnie Mouse joined the festivities.
The Derail — March 2018
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Submitted by Richard Louvet

The Sunset inaugural was allotted a little more travel time between stations, usually 10 or 15 minutes,
than is shown on the new Transcontinental Sunset timetable. Amtrak wanted a little leeway to allow for
large crowds, slow orders near Flomaton, Alabama due to unfinished track improvements, and for
boarding and "de-training” time. Our first day's visit to Mobile was highlighted by a banner-breaking
ceremony with muskets giving a loud salute. The train stopped with the lead F40 inside a large square
opening in a new downtown building.
Construction workers on balconies and in a lift bucket stopped their work and enjoyed the festivities from
above, while construction noise made the ceremony harder to hear. In Pensacola we bid a tired "good
night" from the seventh floor of the Pensacola Grand Hotel as the train consist was towed backwards to
the nearby yard for servicing.
Next morning, April 1 dawned clear and cool as we joined the festivities at the new Pensacola station
which looks suspiciously like a double-wide portable trailer building. Like several other Gulf Coast stops,
Pensacola’s site was still receiving finishing touches as the service started, and we stepped carefully
around construction materials amid the sand dunes. This beehive of activity contrasted nicely with the
quiet charm of the former L&N two story brick station a mile away, now serving as the check-in and
restaurant facility for the Pensacola Grand Hotel. The hotel seems to provide a good example of
restoration as compared to renovation. The exterior was restored to excellent condition, still looking like
a station, while the interior was renovated for modern-day, nonrailroad purposes. One very nice touch
was the large L&N embedded in the floor pattern as hexagonal tiles. The rubber-tired "trolley" with the
MARS light didn’t add to the lobby's ambiance, in my opinion, but the nicest touch was the fact that the
station building was well-lit and the high-rise modern hotel structure occupying the platform space
wasn't. It's dark glass and steel didn't ruin the night videos that I got.
On-board festivities included a nonstop party in the lounge car where various musicians sampled Sunset
amenities as they entertained. A barbershop quartet, jazz ensemble and costumed revelers kept the crowd
smiling. The Disney characters generally worked the crowd at each stop, then boarded the Beech Grove
for more photos, handshakes and antics on the car’s platform. They cheerfully played with the kids of all
ages, and sometime a trainman or official had to shepherd them onto the train. Could you imagine the
press coverage if Donald Duck got left behind? I managed to get a video shot of Pluto waving at the
crowd in Sebring, Florida. We picked up speed, and at 65 mph the conductor tapped Pluto on the
shoulder and ushered him inside the Beech Grove.
Everybody and their grandmother wanted Sunset Limited souvenirs, and the little square buttons were
very popular. One passenger was seen grabbing a large handful, saying, "These are for 100 of my closest
friends!” Amtrak T-shirts featured the same orange square, and the 18 Los Angeles to Miami passengers
were besieged by requests for help in locating more. I wore mine at the Houston Amtrak station on April
4 while the first revenue eastbound Sunset pulled in, and friends and strangers alike descended upon me,
all wanting to find a commemorative shirt. One passenger wasted no time saying…
"IwannaseeyourvideoinNewBraunfelsatthetrainshowcanyouhelpmefindaTshirtjustlikeyoursbecause
theydontseemtohaveanymoreonboardthetrain?..." Whew! The best souvenir of all was the wonderful
memories of this special trip and the hour of video that I now need to edit from Hi8 to VHS.
After the trip, I sampled Tri-Rail, Metrorail and Metromover in Miami. This provided a nice conclusion
to a very good trip. While videotaping Tri-Rail in West Palm Beach station, the April 3 northbound Silver
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Meteor arrived with the Beech Grove on the rear, deadheading to Washington for an April 5 VIP move.
President Bill Clinton was to ride the Beech Grove to Baltimore in order to throw out the first baseball of
the season at Camden Yard. It was a treat to find out that this did happen so soon after I had a chance to
ride 170 miles in the Beech Grove through central Florida. Especially with VIP's—Very important
Passenger train friends such as Amtrak's Tom Papadeas whose kind invitation made this trip possible for
me.
Gulf Coast Chapter NRHS members Jim Lueders and Phil Whitley assisted in setting up video shots, and
the end result was fun to watch. Imagine a barbershop quartet jammed into the hallway of the George M.
Pullman sleeper, singing a "will you marry me" type song to a young lady, all surrounded by TV
equipment and passengers. Or picture my surprise as I videotaped a model railroader's HO Superliner,
asking where the gang graffiti came from. "Oh, the governor autographed it.” Oops. Now I know. One
unplanned scene unfolded in Jacksonville while the Disney characters revved up the crowd for a
champagne christening as the tardy southbound Auto-train passed enroute to Sanford. Earlier in the trip I
was outgunned in a "dueling video camera" scene. My video of the cameraman was shown to the railfans,
while his shot of me was on the 10 o'clock news in Pensacola. My puny little Hi8 camcorder is mounted
on a rock-solid tripod, and the tripod at least commanded some respect, it drew people's attention away
from the pair of socks that I sometimes used as an improvised wind noise muffler. I have somehow
acquired the name "Captain Video” and this trip gave this amateur videographer plenty of material for the
serious railfan, the modeler, the passenger train advocate and the casual train rider. The Sunset Limited
inaugural presented many opportunities to document railroading history in the making, as well as see a
glimpse of the past.
Let's hope the future includes a daily Sunset Limited on a speeded-up schedule, with plenty of equipment
ridden by folks excited about the prospects of high speed rail just around the corner. We should work
hard to try to bring these things about. Who knows what kind of passenger train inaugurals there'll be in
the 21st century? Captain Video hopes to capture it all.
Special thanks to Bruce Heard, Tom Papadeas and Wick Leatherwood of Amtrak. ®

Editor’s Note: Service on the Sunset was discontinued east of San Antonio in the wake of hurricane Katrina.
It was extended to New Orleans a few months later. Service to Jacksonville has yet to be restored due to
trackage rights issues.
Amtrak 10001 started life as a converted Amfleet coach in 1984. It was named after the Beech Grove shops
where the conversion took place. It is used for official business by the Amtrak president and other VIPs. This
unique car has an open observation platform, lounge seating area, dining room, kitchen and 2 sleeping
accommodations. it also has lights, GPS equipment and a camera to inspect tracks for defects. As far as I can
tell, it is still in service.
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 24
While most of the focus in this series has been on rail
freight operations, in this installment we are going to
take a look at realistic Passenger Operations.
Regardless of the size of your layout, it is usually
possible to incorporate some level of passenger
service to make your layout more interesting for you
and your operators.
Why model passenger operations? First, passenger
trains lend themselves to modeling because they are
colorful and interesting to most model railroaders.
Second, passenger trains are short compared to most
freight trains. Passenger trains allow us to model
exact consists and even with longer passenger trains,
we can still use selective compression to capture the
look of those glamorous trains. Simply eliminate a
coach or two or only operate a couple of sleepers
rather than five or six and you still have the same
prototypical look of the longer consist. Third,
research material is readily available in terms of
photos, consists and passenger operating practices for
a specific railroad. Fourth, there is an advantage in
terms of layout space required for operating
passenger trains due to their shorter length and less
trackage required to model the towns they travel
through. You can model a single town or terminal
and have your passenger trains head off the visible
layout into staging and still have an interesting
operation.
Like any model railroad, in order to accurately model
specific operating practices, you must first choose an
era and railroad, as well as the geographic area you
want to model. In modeling passenger operations,
the era really does matter in terms of technologies,
equipment and the actual services provided.
Equipment, for example, may be divided into four
major eras beginning with all-wood cars,
heavyweight steel cars, streamlined lightweight cars
and, finally, modern equipment such as that used by
Amtrak with their Amfleet and Superliner cars. The
good news for the modeler is that eras do overlap to
some degree and you can combine different types of
equipment such as heavyweight and streamlined cars
in your passenger consists, especially if you are a
transition era modeler. Even in the modern era,
Amtrak initially relied on equipment from the
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By Al Partlow

railroads they took over passenger service from,
making for colorful and unusual consists.
Motive power also varies from one era to the next,
with small 4-4-0 and 4-6-0 steam locomotives
handling the all-wood era passenger trains, followed
by larger 4-6-2 locomotives on heavyweight trains.
Post-World War II era modelers would have the
option of using various types of first generation
passenger diesels, along with larger steam
locomotives such as 4-8-4’s. Modern era modelers
would operate more recent passenger locomotives
such as the ones used by Amtrak and the various
regional operators.
Obviously, the railroad you choose to model has a
major influence on the motive power and equipment
you operate on your passenger trains. Typically,
trains operated with the same consist day after day
with some exceptions due to seasonal traffic or a
special situation such as the addition of a business car
or extra sleepers for a large group of travelers. This
must be addressed in terms of the paperwork you
provide to your operators for making sure that the
correct cars are placed on a particular train. The
railroad you model also determines the type of
motive power that is assigned as well as the number
of locomotives required to handle the consist and
maintain the schedule.

TNO Sunbeam 13 in Houston
Photo by Emery Gulash
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Operating practices also vary with different eras and
doing some effective research can make your
operating
sessions
more
interesting
and
prototypical. For example, if you are modeling the
late 1800’s, a locomotive and two or three cars
would be a typical consist. Surprisingly, mail and
packages moved via rail as early as the Civil War so
a head end car or two would also be appropriate.
The CB&Q introduced the first mail train in the
1880s with Chicago to Omaha service via Train 29
“The Fast Mail”. Station scenes of this era should
also reflect the railroad depot as the focal point of
each town with lots of horse drawn wagons and
carriages filling the scene.
As we move into the heavyweight era in the 1920s,
trains became longer and heavier with several head
end cars, followed by chair cars and coaches, as
well as specialty cars such as diners and parlor cars
with Pullmans on the rear end of the train. These
trains meant that station facilities would also change
to accommodate the additional services now
required. Major terminals would require mail and
express facilities plus buildings to service dining
cars and sleepers.
In turn, switching requirements changed
dramatically as cars were added or set out enroute to
maximize efficient use of the equipment. Due to
union work rules, road power and road crews were
usually not allowed to perform terminal switching
duties and as a result, a switch engine and crew
were needed to perform this function. Multiple
switching moves between trains with a schedule to
be maintained makes for interesting operating
scenarios for your crews.
In the Post World War II era, beautiful streamlined
consists built by The Pullman Company and The
Budd Company began to replace the older
heavyweight equipment and the last stand for rail
passenger service began. Trains such as The
California Zephyr, The Coast Daylight, The Super
Chief and The Empire Builder created a new and
luxurious way to travel throughout the United
States. Unfortunately, this era was short lived as the
airplane and improved highway systems proved to
be too much for rail passenger travel.
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By Al Partlow

MKT Bluebonnet; Photo by George Werner

However, for modelers this era produced some of
the finest consists and passenger motive power
imaginable and special opportunities for operating
these trains on layouts. First, with brass versions of
these trains and then more affordable plastic
versions of the same trains (Walthers and Broadway
Limited), it is now possible to model your favorite
streamliner. While these trains typically operated
with minimal switching requirements, the look and
feel of this streamlined equipment running over a
layout still makes for some interesting passenger
operating possibilities.
On May 1, 1971, the modern era of rail passenger
service began with the advent of Amtrak. While
operations are very basic with little or no terminal
switching, the equipment and motive power is at
least interesting and readily available for modelers
(Kato, Atlas, Athearn, Walthers). In addition,
regional transit operators offer colorful consists with
unique motive power, sometimes secondhand,
Amtrak locomotives.

Amtrak P40 #817 at Houston
Photo by Mike Spoor
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Before we conclude this installment, it should be
mentioned that model railroad passenger operations
do require at least some sort of paperwork that
operators can readily use to perform their duties. If
a terminal of any size is modeled on the layout, a list
of track assignments for the various arriving and
departing trains is essential for smooth operations.
Also necessary is a switch list to assist switching
crews to correctly remove cars from arriving trains
and add cars to departing trains. A third document
that would prove valuable to operators is a consist
for each originating train to make certain that the
proper cars are on those trains and in the correct
order.

By Al Partlow

So, give passenger operations a try on your layout.
Just remember that passenger operations are era
specific in terms of equipment and operating
practices. Also, the shorter length of passenger trains
makes for a true prototypical look on a model
railroad. It is possible to create the feeling of the
prototype by only modeling a single large passenger
terminal on your layout and have trains operate in and
out of staging to that facility. Finally, the more
familiar your operators become with the passenger
operating practices of your railroad, the more
enjoyable your operating sessions will be.

Texas Cotton Gin Museum Field Trip

By Gilbert Freitag

The San Jacinto Model Railroad Club is sponsoring a road trip to Burton Texas to visit the
Texas Cotton Gin Museum on April 14th.
Tentative schedule:
1. Carpool from the greater Houston area to arrive in Burton about 11:30 AM. It’s about a 2
hour drive from Houston out 290.
2. Have a light catered lunch on the grounds under their new pavilion ($7.00 per person) at 12
noon. Lunch will include cold cut (ham or turkey) sandwiches with chips, potato salad, a
dessert, and a drink.
3. Two groups (about 18 each max) will take turns watching the very good history video and
touring the gin starting at about 12:45 PM. There is still operational equipment in this mill,
but it will not be running on the 14th. You will be able to explore, crawl around, and touch
most any part of the mill, just be “safe”.
4. If more than about 36 people are interested in the tour, an additional time slot about 3 PM is
possible. There is a public tour time slot at 2PM we could possible use too.
5. Arrangements are being made to get the nearby Burton Railroad Depot and Museum
opened up for touring immediately after the Cotton Gin tour
6. Depart around 3 PM to return carpool back to Houston
Tour cost is $5 per person. Active San Jac club members will have one admission reimbursed
by the club. Spouses, children, and non-active members are welcome to come for the $5 group
admission rate.
Please RVSP to Gilbert Freitag gilbertfreitag@att.net by 3/9/18, so we can finalize a head
count for the tour and for lunch.
Carpooling arrangements to be made closer to the event.
The Derail — March 2018
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February Minutes
President Bob Barnett called the meeting to order
at 6:55pm. There were several visitors: Bill
Busch, Kerry Rice, Carl E. Bowker Jr. and J.
Andrew Nairn.
David Currey introduced Jim Williams from the
Brazos Valley Railroad Society. Jim gave three
short clinics on his models for the club layout:
the Hoskins Sulphur loading scale, a grade
crossing that was added to the layout, and the
Pearl Beer warehouse. Each clinic included
prototype research of the model, construction,
detailing, and installation on the layout.
David needs a clinic for the March meeting.
Prior to the break, Randall Wilson announced
that Bob Barnett was awarded Master Model
Railroader number 605. In honor of his
achievement, a special cake took the place of
cookies. Congratulations, Mr. President!
Treasurer’s Report
The January 31 bank balance was $10,847.48.
Income for the month was $120 in Train Show
table sales. Expenses were $20 for table refunds
and $2800 for the Stafford Centre rental.
The January minutes were approved as
published. Dick Louvet encouraged our visitors
to visit the web site and apply for membership.
He will use the applications to generate name
tags.
Lone Star Region/ Division 8
Jim Lemmond thanked all those who helped at
the NMRA booth at the World’s Greatest Hobby
on Tour.
Please watch your email for mailings on the
upcoming
NMRA
elections.
Contact
rvcoblenmra@gmail.com if you did not receive a
ballot.
The LSR convention is scheduled for June 13-17
in Round Rock. See https://austineagle.org for
more information. Early Bird pricing ends March
1.
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By Richard Louvet

Ray Byer said that Division 8 clinics will start
the 3rd Saturday in March and then on the 2nd
Saturday thereafter. Clinics are at the Bayland
Center. See http://www.texasgulfdivision.org for
details.
Greater Houston Train Show
Steve Sandifer thanked the members for their
signups.
The Stafford Centre will have enough tables for
the additional vendors this year. We will not need
to rent or transport any.
Tom Bailey handed out forms for the club sales
table and reiterated the table rules.
Old Business
Gilbert Freitag has selected Saturday, April 14
for the club outing to the Burton Cotton Gin
Museum. The Club will pay for admissions,
Arrangements will be made for members to
purchase lunch. Members must arrange their own
transportation. It was moved and seconded to
proceed with the outing. Emails will be going out
with full details.
New Business
The Galveston Railroad Museum will run a
special excursion from the museum to Pearland
during Galveston Train Day on March 10. The
eight-car train will feature the museum’s two F
units.
See
the
web
site
http://
www.galvestonrrmuseum.com/ for details.
G&G Model Shop will be holding a rail model
contest on November 3. Watch the website http://
www.gandgmodelshop.com for details.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:43.
Respectively submitted,
Dick Louvet
Secretary/Treasurer
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Robert (Bob) Barnett MMR
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
Vice-President: David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Past President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com

Derail Staff
Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com
Brakemen:
David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Don Formanek
locogeared@gmail.com
Brian Jansky
brianj844@gmail.com
Pete Leach
pleachtx55@gmail.com
Richard Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Al Partlow
alswitch@aol.com
Kelly Russell
krussl@yahoo.com

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, MARCH 6

“Houston Railroads —
Postwar to Present ”
by

Al Partlow

Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Rex Ritz (cookies)

Video Corner

Durango & Silverton Train – Flanger
Being Readied in the Yard, Jan-2010
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dS2cJyGNtDQ
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